April 17, 2012
Board Members,
There is not enough business to warrant having a Board meeting this Thursday. The next
scheduled meeting is May 3.
We are implementing a plan to have all the sewer lines cleaned in a four-year cycle, and
we will have troublesome segments cleaned every year. The Board budgeted $30,000 for
this work. Last year we had ProPipe clean the westerly lines in Monte Verde, Highlands
West, Poll Drive, Woodland Heights, Sierra Drive, Davis Drive and Gordon Creek
Circle, in addition to the yearly cleaning of troublesome 'hotspots'.
This year, moving easterly, so far we had ProPipe personnel clean the lines in Highland
Drive and adjoining streets. They also cleaned the troublesome segment that runs
through Blair Larsen's hill between the intersection of Gordon Creek Circle and Wasatch
Drive and into the meadow between Wasatch Drive and Uinta Drive. We have this
cleaned each year because flow through this segment is sluggish, making it a 'hotspot'
where debris tends to build up and block the line. In addition, ProPipe cleaned the main
lines on Old Highway Road from Trapper's Loop and from Poll Drive, as they will do
each year. They also cleaned the Monte Verde lift station and the lines in Trapper's
Pointe. In the next week or so they will video the lines in Trapper's Pointe. Later, we
will have ProPipe clean and video the lines in Rollins Ranch, for the first time.
AQUA Engineering plans to advertise the Force Main Replacement Project in the Ogden
Standard Examiner on Friday, April 27 and again on Friday, May 4. The District will
host a pre-bid meeting for potential contractors on Thursday morning, May 3, and will
have additional meetings as needed in the following days. The bids will be opened on
Friday morning, May 11, which will give AQUA time to evaluate the bids and have a
recommendation for the Board for the May 17 meeting, at which time the Board will
select the contractor and amend the budget for the work if necessary.
Please plan for the meeting May 3.
Dennis

